Aces of baseline
Men’s Tennis bounces back with a 4-3 win over South Florida — SEE SPORTS, A9

Professors debate death penalty issue at UCF
Discussion weighs justice against costiness

JOANNA BLACKSTONE

Two professors debated the controversial issue of the death penalty Thursday afternoon in the Student Union. The event was organized by the Student Government’s Student Affairs Committee and the National Organization for the Reform of Criminal Justice.

The two professors discussed the moral, ethical and legal implications of capital punishment. They also examined the effectiveness of the death penalty in preventing crime and the financial cost of maintaining death row inmates.

UCF criminal justice professor Robert Bohm took the opposition position, arguing that the death penalty is not an effective deterrent to crime and is a costly and resource-intensive form of punishment.

“My contention tonight is that there is no real reason to support the death penalty, and there are many reasons to oppose it,” Bohm said.

Hecker, a Harvard Law School graduate, is not only a frequent commentator for national media such as CNN, CourtTV and PBS, but has also spent years defending convicted killers.

There is a huge value to the death penalty that I became aware of when I spent time with death row inmates, and that is it is a very important symbolic statement when we condemn someone to death,” Blackstone said.

Bohm, who has served as an expert witness in three death penalty cases, argued that one reason the death penalty should be abolished is because of the cost.

“The death penalty, as admirable as it may seem, is wasteful and expensive,” Bohm said.
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Low-interest Perkins Loan may be eliminated by 2008

ASHLEY LEE

Congress could take action to eliminate the Federal Perkins Loan after the Office of Management and Budget submitted an unofficial, but highly influential, report which would have fewer options for UCF students looking to fund their education.

The elimination of the Federal Perkins Loan is being pushed by people who believe the capital gains and stock options people get after they leave college are better use of scarce federal funds. This is not a new idea, like other budgetary cutbacks, but it has come to public attention in the last two years in a series of budgetary proposals.

Congress can take action to eliminate the Federal Perkins Loan after the Office of Management and Budget submitted an unofficial, but highly influential, report which would have fewer options for UCF students looking to fund their education.

The elimination of the Federal Perkins Loan is being pushed by people who believe the capital gains and stock options people get after they leave college are better use of scarce federal funds. This is not a new idea, like other budgetary cutbacks, but it has come to public attention in the last two years in a series of budgetary proposals.

Ashley Lee
Don't freak about finals

**JORDAN FARMER**

After barely passing every previous test in anatomy, Lindsey Johnson, who took the class for fun, studied more diligently than ever. She was sure that his next test would be a runaway pilot—the beginning of a more successful half-semester.

"For two weeks, I studied. On test day probably two-three hours a day," Johnson said. "It was a lot of information that I didn't understand. I really focused on studying for this test and was so stressed out about it—all my other classes were on the background.

Johnson approached the test day with confidence, taking all the time he needed and thinking he had picked all the correct answers. Then, he panicked.

As students come back from spring break and commence the leg of the academic year, they gear up to finish term papers and study for final exams. Professors and tutors continue to help alleviate the stress and improve study methods. But what strategies and habits can lead to a new academic chapter of success?

Johnson, like many students, actually had the urge to take a class he was truly interested in. "After I learned something new, but the rigor scared me back," like many students, Johnson might have reached out to a professor, and had the proper ways to prepare for the take exams.

"I noticed that the professor there had been the field for 10 years and I thought it was something I would enjoy," Johnson said. "Before I had only studied a couple of years and I thought I would do well in this class, but I was wrong."

Miles, who has taken anatomy before, said that his next test would be a harder test and he was scared to death. Miles said, "I really didn't feel prepared and I think he had picked all the incorrect answers. Then, he panicked.

Local weather

**Today**

**Today in Detail**


**PARTLY CLOUDY LOW: 62°**

**Wednesday**

**Today in Detail**

Today's Weather: partly cloudy/northeast at 10 mph.

**PARTLY CLOUDY LOW: 60°**

**STOR-ALL STORAGE**

**Local Address**

**STOR-ALL STORAGE**

651 11th Street

11583 University Blvd, UCF

407-207-0011

Clean, Friendly, & Convenient

**KnightsShopping.com**

In association with UCF, do your shopping with KnightsShopping.com and get the best deals and discounts on hundreds of your favorite brands.
Ticket Distribution Schedule

Main UCF Campus
March 26-28 (Mon-Wed)
10 A.M.-2 P.M. next to the Bookstore
5-8 P.M. at the RWC
March 29 (Thurs)
12-1 P.M. Bookstore
(While supplies last)

Universal’s Islands of Adventure® - March 30, 2007
12,000 FREE tickets* for UCF students

Guest tickets (available March 16-30 on a first come first serve basis) may be purchased with a valid UCF ID for $50.00 at the SGA Ticket Center located on the 1st floor of the Student Union and also may be purchased on 3/16/07 between 4-8 at Islands of Adventure® Admission Booth. Students may purchase ONE guest ticket per valid UCF ID.

For more information, visit SGA.ucf.edu

*Subject to event capacity. Event rain or shine. Universal elements and all related indicia TM & © 2007 Universal Studios. All rights reserved.

REGISTER EARLY

CREATE A ROAD MAP
with Multiple Term Registration

PLAN AHEAD
for the classes you need to graduate.
Register for Summer 2007 and Fall 2007 now and get a preview of Spring 2008.

See your academic adviser right away, so you can plan your entire year. View the schedule and see when classes are offered. No more guessing about how soon you’ll graduate.

Once registered, you can continue to adjust your schedule online until the end of the first week of classes for each term. Don’t forget to consult your adviser when making changes to your schedule.

Bonus for students with a 3.5 UCF GPA or better who have a declared major: Register now for all three semesters.

Multiple Term Registration allows UCF to plan ahead and provide the most desired classes for as many students as possible each term. Tuition payments are still due each semester on the normal dates.

EARLY REGISTRATION BEGINS MARCH 26.
Log into MyUCF and check the Student Center for your appointment time.

For further information, see
http://registrar.edes.ucf.edu/webguide/
ASSOCIATED PRESS

FROM Texas have been replaced. The Suwannee in the song’s most

popular line. “Way down upon the Sw*annee River” that defance will

be forever to stop enriching uranium — a

the international community to accept,” said British Ambassador Entry Jones.

In December, the 16-member Security Council ordered all countries to stop en¬

riching uranium with materials and tech¬

nology that could contribute to its nuclear and missile programs.

About a third of those killed were police¬

and 12 individuals related to those killed.

Senators question Gonzales' credibility in prosecutor firings

WASHINGTON: Republican support for Atty. Gen. Alberto Gonzales shrunk

Monday when three key senators sharply questioned his truthfulness and a Democ¬

rat joined the list of House members who want him to resign over the firing of eight federal

prosecutors.

“We have to be an attorney general who is credible and trustworthy, and if we can’t be

credible and trustworthy, then there’s a very strong possibility for him not to stop on¬

” said Sen. Arlen Specter, the top Republican on the Senate Judiciary Committee, which oversees the justice

department.

Specere, R-Pa., said he would wait until Gonzales had
scheduled April 17 testimony to the committee on the dis¬

missals before deciding whether he could continue to support the attorney general.

He called it a “make-a-break” appearance.

To Sen. Chuck Hagel, R-Neb., Gonzales “doesn’t have a credibility problem... We
govern with one currency, and that’s trust. And that trust is in¬

volved in all important. And when you lose that, as we have seen that’s the case...”

Attacks against U.S.-led security crackdown in Iraq

BAGHDAD — Suicide bombers driving a truck with explosives hidden under it de¬

stroyed a police station Saturday in Baghdad, the largest in a series of insur¬

mance attacks against the American-led security crackdown. At least 47 people died in the attacks, in¬

cluding 20 in the police station.

The bomb exploded near security offices to get within 25

miles of the station by blending in with the traffic and getting to a

exit point. The police station was closed and hundreds of Iraqi security

personnel were spread out in the area.

Enroll now and get $100 back!

Enroll in a Kaplan comprehensive course option by March 31 and get a $100 rebate.

KAPLAN

TEST PREP AND ADMISSIONS

GMAT

LSAT

MCAT

DPT

CAT

www.kaptest.com

Take advantage of this limited-time offer. Enroll today!

1-800-KAP-TEST

kaptest.com/rebate

The University of the People

Come visit us, and we will help you create those foundations.

407.823.2197 www.uwc.ucf.edu

Coca-Cola and its partners are making positive contributions to the health and well-being of the communities where we operate around the world. As a global leader in the beverage industry, we believe that our business can make a difference in the world.

Please refer to the following:

Our commitment to the communities where we operate is at the core of our business at Coca-Cola. We work with communities around the world to address social challenges and improve the lives of people in the places we serve.

In our efforts to make a positive impact, we focus on areas such as education, health, and community development. We believe that by investing in these areas, we can help contribute to the long-term success of the communities in which we operate.

Since our founding in 1886, Coca-Cola has been dedicated to making a positive difference in the world. We believe that our business can make a difference, and we are committed to using our resources and expertise to help create a better world for everyone.

Visit our website at www.coca-coladays.com to learn more about our commitment to making a positive impact.

Please note that the above information is not intended to be a substitute for professional advice or to provide legal, medical, or financial guidance. If you require assistance with any of these areas, please consult with qualified professionals in your community.
Take time to reduce your stress

than his study methods. "If you're studying three, four hours the night before a test, you're just going to get wound up," Johnson said. "It didn't work for me." Vazquez said that stress can also play a major, and sometimes bigger, role in doing poorly on tests. "If you get really stressed out, try to do something to keep your mind off it," Vazquez said. "Some people, if they have like a boyfriend or girlfriend, and they're really close to them, give them a call and just stay on the phone for a while." Vazquez also recommends renting a movie and says that doing so has helped her to push aside stress-inducing studies more than once. Instead of intensive study with infrequent distractions, some students find that taking it easy while studying can dissu stress all together. Vazquez agreed that pacing is very important. "If I get really frustrated because I don't understand something, I'll give it a while, and then I'll come back," Vazquez said. "Maybe even the next day, because after a good night's sleep you can come back fresh and look over the stuff. And then you will realize some things that you didn't before." In hindsight, Johnson concurred. "Good advice would be to study early and to do it in a way that won't get you worried about it," he said. "Early you have to start to not worry about the test at all, I would recommend that. Do some stretching, relax and don't cram." Johnson felt that his failure had more to do with procrastination than anything else. Once he decided to talk with a professor about the problem, he started to do better. For students who have a difficult time taking that first step — starting to study — Miles has one piece of advice: "Every student should have this mantra for when they are unable to begin studying, and I know they know it because it's been shot at them from every Nike commercial. 'Just do it'."

APRIL 2
Opening Address and Reception
Future Stars in Cancer Research
Dr. Rebecca Morrisey
Florida Hospital Cancer Institute
Live Oak Room
3:00 p.m. – 5:00 p.m.

APRIL 3
Graduate Research Forum
Student Union, Pegasus Ballroom
9:00 a.m. – 5:00 p.m.
www.graduf.ucf.edu/ResearchForum

APRIL 4
Hot Topics Panel and Partner Showcase: Stem Cell Research in Our Society
Live Oak Room, 2:00 p.m. – 5:00 p.m.
Join a UCF Faculty panel as they discuss the prevalent topic of Stem Cell Research in our Society. Moderated by WESH NewsChannel 2 Medical Reporter, Dr. Todd Hussey. Reception included.

APRIL 5
Showcase of Undergraduate Research Excellence (SURE)
Education Complex Gymnasium
2:00 p.m. – 5:00 p.m.
www.showcase.ucf.edu

For a complete schedule of events, visit our website at www.researchweek.ucf.edu
President-elect Brandy Hollinger defended SGA with threats that SGA gave Universal a lukewarm reception.

"It was the last date on the last day of the last day it did not," Hollinger said, "and it’s incredibly every year." "I agree. It’s just really cool. But the line could be really long to get to universal," Hollinger said. "Students should worry more about the different options. It’s not a good idea." "I think it’s a really great idea," Thompson said. "It’s a great way to get involved. And even if you don’t think you can afford it, don’t let that stop you from doing so." "I think it’s a great service to the students," Thompson said. "I think we should be doing more of this." "I don’t want the students to feel like they have to take out a Perkins Loan because it’s the only way to save money," Thompson said. "I think it’s a great way to help students save money." "I think it’s a great idea," Thompson said. "I think it’s a great way to help students save money." "I think it’s a great idea," Thompson said. "I think it’s a great way to help students save money." "I think it’s a great idea," Thompson said. "I think it’s a great way to help students save money.

Higher caps could cut aid for 1,100

Grant-based grant considered redundant

Not everyone thinks there is a need to cut aid for 1,100 students. "I don’t feel that there is a need to cut aid for 1,100 students," Minnick said. "I think that the government should be giving more aid to students, not less."

Minnick said that the government should be giving more aid to students, not less. "I don’t feel that there is a need to cut aid for 1,100 students," Minnick said. "I think that the government should be giving more aid to students, not less."

"I think that the government should be giving more aid to students, not less," Minnick said. "I don’t feel that there is a need to cut aid for 1,100 students," Minnick said. "I think that the government should be giving more aid to students, not less." "I think that the government should be giving more aid to students, not less," Minnick said. "I don’t feel that there is a need to cut aid for 1,100 students," Minnick said. "I think that the government should be giving more aid to students, not less."
Getting into graduate school is stressful, and we know the entrance exam may scare you. With UCF TEST PREP you can rest assured that you will be prepared come test day. We prepare you for a higher score on the GRE, GMAT, LSAT, MCAT, PCAT, DAT or SAT...at a lower price. In fact our price is less than one-third of what you'll pay with most national test prep chains. So while preparing for the big exam is smart, preparing with UCF Test Prep is smarter. Call us at 407.882.TEST or register online at www.testprep.ucf.edu

Welcome Graduate Students
spend hundreds of millions of dollars a year on capital punishment that in the absence of this penalty, could be spent on more effective ways of dealing with the violent crime problem.

One cheaper alternative Bohm proposed was putting offenders by sentencing them to life in prison without the opportunity of parole. He said that a life sentence was estimated to cost about $1 million, as opposed to the entire capital punishment process, which in 2006 was estimated to cost between $2.5 million to $5 million.

However, Bohm stated that once a capital crime can cost much more. He said that the state of Florida reportedly spent $80 million to execute serial murderer Ted Bundy in 2000, while the federal government spent more than $100 million to execute Timothy McVeigh, the Oklahoma City bomber, in 2001.

However, Blecker defended the death penalty because "the past counts." "The fact is, some people kill so cruelly, so callously, so wantonly, with such depravity that they deserve to die," Blecker said. "We have an obligation to exercise judgment in matters of this kind as I am that my hand has been stained by their blood."

Blecker also argued that the death penalty is applied in an "arbitrarily arbitrary way" because so few people are actually executed. According to the Florida Department of Corrections, there are currently 380 people on death row in Florida. However, since the reinstatement of the death penalty in 1976, only 24 of them have been executed, four of them in 2006.

"The death penalty is nothing more than a lottery," Bohm said. "Only 1 to 2 percent of all death eligible offenders are ever executed.

Blecker said that he thought the laws needed to be reformed so that the death penalty was reserved for "the worst of the worst." "It's not nothing more than a lottery, but I do readily concede it is far from perfect. It is far from sufficiently narrow," Bohm said. "It is too broad. I am apologetic for the present death penalty regime. The statutes fail to get some who deserve to be gotten, but more importantly they sweep up many who do not deserve it.

Blecker pointed out that the courts failed to sentence Gary Ridgway, the so-called "Green River Killer" to death, even though he pled guilty to more murders than any other serial killer in American history when he admitted to murdering women in a span of two decades. Ridgway was sentenced to all life sentences in prison without the opportunity of parole.

"One reason that he was spared — and he shouldn't have been — but the reason he was spared ultimately was because the price of sparing him was put to rest tons of killings that they could not pin on him, and the locations of some bodies, and bone at this point, which they couldn't otherwise locate, and so he made the trade," Blecker said.

Blecker stated that since 1976, as many as 34 people may have been executed in error in the United States. Blecker rebutted his remarks by saying that there is inconclusive evidence. Bohm also said that because of mistakes, such as false witness accounts and false confessions, 123 people in 25 states have been released from death row after new evidence proved their innocence.

After the debate, Blecker screened his documentary of the death penalty, "The Society" is going to be present the first annual event Speakers' Corner. Bohm said he hoped the "Speakers' Society" is going to be present the first annual event.

On March 3, Florida's Commission on Administration of Lethal Injection released a report critical of the state's procedures for lethal injection. Capital punishment had been suspended since Dec. 13, 2005, when prisoner Angel Diaz took 34 minutes to die — twice the normal time — after receiving a double lethal chemical dose. After the report was released, Gov. Charlie Crist ordered an investigation of the state's methods.

"It's way too little, way too late. The price of sparing him may have been saved just a little bit toward their agreements. I think he hoped the "Speakers' Society" is going to be present the first annual event.

On March 3, Florida's Commission on Administration of Lethal Injection released a report critical of the state's procedures for lethal injection. Capital punishment had been suspended since Dec. 13, 2005, when prisoner Angel Diaz took 34 minutes to die — twice the normal time — after receiving a double lethal chemical dose. After the report was released, Gov. Charlie Crist ordered an investigation of the state's methods.

"It's way too little, way too late. The price of sparing him may have been saved just a little bit toward their agreements. I think he hoped the "Speakers' Society" is going to be present the first annual event.
USF COMES IN AND GETS SERVED

BRIAN MURPHY

The UCF Men's Tennis team fought through injuries and an early deficit on their way to earning a 4-3 victory over in-state rival South Florida on Saturday.

UCF's triumphs in the first four singles matches clinched the win. Sophomore Tarek Ben Soltane with a 9-2 record, the Knights' victory was complete on the second singles court with a 3-5 win.

BRIAN MURPHY

We start off fast, and then we rest. We've got to continue to fight.
**DOMINANCE IN SINGLES BRINGS UCF ITS 11TH WIN ON THE YEAR**

Senior Bauer Gunis won the next point for UCF after striking out all of 2006 with a shoulder injury. Gunis has been working on it in 2007 and has continued to struggle with shoulder and back pain and was not expected to play on Saturday.

But Gunis was forced to step in because sophomore Jenny Roew was sick. Gunis responded by beating Sieger Drolka, 6-0, 6-4.

"I am really happy for [Ender] because... he just competed the best he could against maybe not his full potential," UCF assistant coach Cushman said. "That’s really a good win for him."

A few minutes later, freshman Zoltan Beligant improvised his impressive singles record this year with a three-set victory on court three. Beligant has won nine of his last 10 singles matches and is 16-4 overall this season.

"It was a great day for us," Cushman said. "It’s going to be one of the best weekends in the country for us."

"He doesn’t get nervous when he plays a set, which is one of his greatest strengths. He’s calm... which is a great attribute for a 19-year-old or a freshman... and he’s playing like he’s a senior."

Sophomore Norman Alcantara earned the decisive fourth point for UCF on Saturday after Beligant couldn’t return, Alcantara won 7-6 in the third set. But won the next three games for a 3-6, 6-4, 6-4 victory.

"It’s pretty big because we're

**ROWING DOMINATES AT HOME**

Women’s Rowing

On Saturday, the Knights set a new school record in the women’s rowing, defeating No. 12 Florida and No. 8 Indiana. The Knights also took first place in the 2007 NCAA Championships. The team’s fastest Cox, Christie Carter, led the team to victory.

**UCF SPORTS BRIEFS**

**UCF Women’s Basketball**

UCF announced the signing of two new recruits, giving the Knights a boost for the upcoming season. The Knights are looking to build on their success from last year, where they finished in the top 25 in the country.

**UCF Men’s Basketball**

The Knights had a strong finish to their season, winning their final three games to secure a spot in the NCAA Tournament. They will face the University of Kentucky in the first round.

**UCF Baseball**

The Knights continued their dominant season with a win over rival Florida State. The team’s pitching was on point, allowing only five runs in 14 innings. The Knights are currently ranked No. 5 in the country.

**UCF Women’s Soccer**

The Knights defeated their Big East rivals, the Rutgers Scarlet Knights, 2-0. The Knights are currently ranked No. 7 in the country and are looking to make a run in the NCAA Tournament.
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**COLLEGE NIGHT EVERY TUESDAY AND THURSDAY**

**33.00 BIG DADDY’S OFF THE HOOK**

**7-CLOSE**

**$5.29 Lunch Specials 11-4 Monday · Happy Hour Monday - Friday 4-7**

Windows at Winter Park · www.WingHouse.com
Devaluing the rule of law in America

O ur Jan. 32 editorial, "Pro-

ouncing the Devil's Legal

Names," criticized the bggrowing scandal involving lashing the fan base for at least one U.S.

attorneys for political reasons. We

were interested to read in the Orlando Sentinel a report that the U.S. Attorney in Orlando, Fredro, has been appointed to the position of associate justice of the Supreme Court of the United States. Fredro has been a member of the Florida Bar for more than 20 years and is a respected member of the legal community. He has authored many articles on legal issues and has been a frequent speaker on legal topics. His appointment to the Supreme Court is a testament to his dedication and commitment to excellence in the field of law. It is our hope that Fredro will continue to be a strong voice for justice and fairness in our legal system. We congratulate him on his appointment and look forward to his contributions to the Supreme Court.
LIVE ON YOUR OWN, NOT BY YOURSELF.

Affordable luxury amenities designed around actual student life.

$100 VISA NOW FOR SIGNING YOURSELF UP.

$100 VISA LATER FOR SIGNING YOUR FRIEND UP.

Offer ends April 15, 2007
**ROOMMATES**

- **Eutaw near closet, Waterford Lakes. Visit www.myspace.com/jlorilla for UCF all utilities included.**
- **Clubhouse $550/mo. 1st and 3rd month's rent with option to sublet.**
- **Quiet community, avoid traffic.**
- **Beautiful furnished room w/ appliances includes gas, volleyball, phone, cable, internet. Furn. Bedroom for \$600 per month in 1/1 3/2 House.**
- **Available In March 1, August. 5 mins to UCF, 10 minutes to Pegasus Landing. Female needed!**
- **$225,000 Single Family home, located in Shadow Glenn, nice neighborhood.**
- **Move in April 30th.**
- **209 Shadow Glenn. V-Tour: www.509shadowglenn.com**
- **Contact Arlene at (727) 692-9870 or jerryccc@gmail.com.**
- **No winter rental.**
- **Call 407.963.4061.**
- **3/2 1575 sq ft, near Oviedo, Down, 8,2007.**
- **Available In March 1, July.**
- **This is a 2nd bedroom for \$500/month for a 3/2 in a 3/2 1/1 house for female."**
- **Roommate needed in 3/2 5 townhome in Avalon Park.**
- **Call Steve 407-409-6464.**
- **Welcome Boys or Girls looking for 2 fun female roomies.**
- **Confidential, All Appl./HS 3/2 House, 3/2 home.**
- **Phone, Cable, Broadband. Must resign lease or pay move in fee.**
- **Available In March 1, July.**
- **Flexible. \$1200/month negotiable.**
- **Roommate needed in 5/3 townhome in Avalon Park.**
- **Call 407-409-6464.**
- **Free recorded message.**
- **Must have stable income. Located near downtown Orlando.**
- **Contact Arlene at (727) 692-9870 or jerryccc@gmail.com.**
- **Available In February 1.**
- **Beautiful, Updated Townhouse in Waterford Lakes.**
- **Located near downtown Orlando.**
- **Contact Arlene at (727) 692-9870 or jerryccc@gmail.com.**
- **Available In January 1.**
- **3/2 House. Beautiful, Updated Townhouse in Waterford Lakes.**
- **Located near downtown Orlando.**
- **Contact Arlene at (727) 692-9870 or jerryccc@gmail.com.**
- **Available In January 1."**

**ROOMMATES FINDERS**

- **Room for rent in 4/1 apartment in beautiful neighborhood. South jersey."**
- **Contact Arlene at (727) 692-9870 or jerryccc@gmail.com.**
- **Available In July.**
- **Wireless internet. Furn. Bedroom for rent in 3/2. 5 townhome in UCF!**
- **Call (407)473-5710.**
- **3/2 1575 sq ft, near Oviedo, Down, 8,2007.**
- **Available In March 1, July.**
- **This is a 2nd bedroom for \$500/month for a 3/2 in a 3/2 1/1 house for female."**
- **Roommate needed in 3/2 5 townhome in Avalon Park.**
- **Call Steve 407-409-6464.**
- **Welcome Boys or Girls looking for 2 fun female roomies.**
- **Confidential, All Appl./HS 3/2 House, 3/2 home.**
- **Phone, Cable, Broadband. Must resign lease or pay move in fee.**
- **Available In March 1, July.**
- **Flexible. \$1200/month negotiable.**
- **Roommate needed in 5/3 townhome in Avalon Park.**
- **Call 407-409-6464.**
- **Free recorded message.**
- **Must have stable income. Located near downtown Orlando.**
- **Contact Arlene at (727) 692-9870 or jerryccc@gmail.com.**
- **Available In January 1.**
- **Beautiful, Updated Townhouse in Waterford Lakes.**
- **Located near downtown Orlando.**
- **Contact Arlene at (727) 692-9870 or jerryccc@gmail.com.**
- **Available In January 1."**

**SUMMARY**

- **SUMMARY SUBLEASE for two rooms in a 4/1 apartment includes: meat, utilities, etc. **
- **All Appl./HS 3/2 House, 3/2 home.**
- **Phone, Cable, Broadband. Must resign lease or pay move in fee.**
- **Available In March 1, July.**
- **Flexible. \$1200/month negotiable.**
- **Roommate needed in 5/3 townhome in Avalon Park.**
- **Call 407-409-6464.**
- **Free recorded message.**
- **Must have stable income. Located near downtown Orlando.**
- **Contact Arlene at (727) 692-9870 or jerryccc@gmail.com.**
- **Available In January 1.**

**SUDOKU**

- **SUDOKU**
- **su | do | ku**
- **5 8 9 3 4 2 7 6 1**
- **7 1 5 6 8 3 4 2 9**
- **8 2 6 4 9 5 1 3 7**
- **4 1 9 8 7 2 5 6 3**
- **6 7 3 2 5 1 9 4 8**
- **9 3 7 1 6 8 2 5 4**
- **1 5 1 7 3 2 6 4 9**
- **2 4 8 5 3 7 9 1 6**
- **3 6 2 9 4 1 7 8 5**

**CROSSWORD**

- **CROSSWORD**
- **5 6 7 8 9**
- **1.**
- **2.**
- **3.**
- **4.**
- **5.**
- **6.**
- **7.**
- **8.**
- **9.**
- **10.**
- **11.**
- **12.**
- **13.**

**Services**

- **400 OUTSIDE:**
- **Tourism**

**BRAIN NEW!**

- **LUXORY STUDENT COMMUNITY**

**DESIGNER LEATHER FURNITURE PACKAGE**

- **NOW LEASING FOR FALL 2007!**

**407-277-3422**

**JEFFERSON VILLAGE**

- **JPI MANAGED - THE BEST RESIDENT SERVICE IN TOWN**
- **RESERVE YOUR PLACE TODAY!**

**S.W.A.T and Dominos Present: Saturday, April 21st**

- **Registration at Saks, Race at Saks**
- **College UCF Campus**

**Register online @ www.UCFdominos.com or www.studenthub.ucf.edu/register which qualifies you for a ***Hero Ticket*** that will be mailed to you.**

**3rd Annual "State of Health Care in Central Florida"**

- **Register Day of Race (if not pre-registered online) $15.**
- **PARKING: 5K run registered $5.00, unregistered $7.50.**
- **12th Annual Running of the Mardi Gras 5K, 5K Race and 8K Race**
- **April 21st, 2007**

**SALE: 100**

- **Dishes, Books, etc.**
- **FREE to pick up—no need to pay anything.**

**Vitamin C Research Study**

- **Up to $300 for your participation if you complete all study procedures.**

**500 MISCELLANEOUS**

- **JPI Managed - The Best Resident Service in Town**
- **Reserve Your Place Today!**

**St. Jude Children's Research Hospital**

- **1 - 877 - 396-7233**
- **www.stjude.org**
- **Flex Bucks Plus E-Cash**
Got talent?

Registration: Singer can register online at www.CentralFloridaFair.com, or complete the form below and fax or mail it to Ellen Gordon, (407) 295-2082, Central Florida Fair, 4603 W. Colonial Dr., Orlando, FL 32808. No phone registrations will be accepted.

Quarter-Finals: Friday, April 20th, 7:00 p.m., Central Florida Fair, Main Stage. Each contestant will perform an entire song, which may be the same one used at audition. Twenty semi-finalists will be chosen.

Semi-Finals: Wednesday, April 25th, 7:00 p.m., Central Florida Fair, Main Stage. Each contestant will perform an entire song, which must be different than audition or quarter-final song. Ten finalists will be chosen.

Finals: Sunday, April 29th, 7:00 p.m., Central Florida Fair, Main Stage. Each contestant will perform two songs, which must be different from any song sung previously in the competition. One winner will be chosen.

Prizes: Winner will receive a free CD recording session, plus a video recording session for one song, with choreography and casting provided by JKS Productions. Winner also will receive $500 in cash or gift certificates for performance outfits, and be scheduled for a performance at the 2008 Central Florida Fair and at least three pre-Fair promotional performances.

www.CENTRALFLORIDAFAIR.com

Central Florida Fair Idol Registration

- Name:
- Date of Birth:
- Daytime/Cell Phone Number:
- E-mail Address:
- Address:
- I agree to participate in each round (quarter-finals, semi-finals, finals) for which I qualify.
- I further agree to the conditions outlined in the official Rules & Regulations for the Central Florida Fair Idol contest.
- Signature:
- Date:

4603 W. Colonial Dr., Orlando 407-295-3247

YOUR KINGDOM AWAITS...

PEGASUS LANDING

407.380.5807
1542 College Knight Court, Orlando, FL 32817

24 Hour
Resident
Assistant
Service

407.384.6800

UCF Affiliated
Off-Campus Housing

Fully Furnished
24 hr. UCF Police Patrol
Swimming Pools
24 hr. Club House

Computer Lab
UCF Academic Advisor
24 hr. Fitness Center
All Inclusive Rent*

*Some restrictions apply.